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Final remarks
• Thanks to the sophisticated and thorough use of data-driven 

techniques, the (un)suitability of theoretical MC generation 
tools is not standing on the way of the Higgs discovery

• Independently of this, explicit comparisons, checks and 
validations show that tools appear to be in rather good shape 
and up to the task of discovery

• Nevertheless, some aspects of the simulation of Higgs 
production are still poorly tested (e.g. VBF)

• Higgs-search studies are bringing in valuable information for the 
validation and further improvement of the tools, and further 
efforts should be made, alongside the discovery race, to fully 
exploit the potential of these data, to benefit improved tools, 
and further applications to studies of the Higgs once found, or 
other BSM searches

The SM groups in ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, and LHCb have already placed extremely 
valuable high-quality constraints on MC modeling. (Thank you!)

Main tool for propagating such constraints to MC authors and tuning: 

HEPDATA and RIVET

If you look into an SM modeling aspect in the course of a Higgs or new-physics 
search, please consider publishing it in this form, if at all possible

Ensures that your constraints are shared so everyone can benefit from them

http://projects.hepforge.org/rivet/

http://projects.hepforge.org/rivet/
http://projects.hepforge.org/rivet/
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From Partons to Pions
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0 ∞ΛQCD

Jets/W/Z/H/Top/…Elastic

General-Purpose Monte Carlo models
Start from pQCD (still mostly LO). Extend towards Infrared.

HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, 
HERWIG, SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

5 GeV

Min-Bias

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

(N)LO Matching

(Also possible to start from non-perturbative QCD (via optical theorem) and extend towards UV)
E.g., PHOJET, DPMJET, QGSJET, SIBYLL, … (But will not cover here)

(N)LL

Direction of this talk
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ME

pTmin
IR Cutoff on ME
~ Matching Scale

Qmax
Starting scale

of parton shower

1) Shower Starting Scale = Matrix-element IR cutoff scale / matching scale

Be safe: start at s 
and veto shower 
emissions above pTmin
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Size of Phase Space

4

ME

pTmin
IR Cutoff on ME
~ Matching Scale

Qmax
Starting scale

of parton shower

Beware: multiple defiitions of pT, Corke & Sjöstrand, EPJC69(2010)1

1) Shower Starting Scale = Matrix-element IR cutoff scale / matching scale

Be safe: start at s 
and veto shower 
emissions above pTmin

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1003.2384
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1003.2384
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Figure 1: Ratio of the kinematic p! of the first shower emission to the POWHEG emission,
where the shower emission is (a) ISR or (b) FSR. In both cases, the results are shown
when starting the shower at the factorisation scale and when starting the shower at the
kinematical limit and vetoing above the POWHEG scale

being covered. An FSR emission, on the other hand, may have a small p!evol with respect
to the emitting parton but still a p! > p!POWHEG with respect to the beam axis.

A simple solution to both these problems is instead to begin the shower at the largest
possible scale, and then veto any emissions with a kinematic p! > p!POWHEG. If we consider
the first shower emission, the multiplicative nature of the no-emission probability ensures
that the emission rates below p!POWHEG will be correct, i.e. una!ected by the vetoes above
it. The picture is slightly less clear for subsequent emissions; having accepted one shower
emission below p!POWHEG, it is still possible for a later emission to be above it, since the
first emission may well have had p!evol > p!POWHEG. The probability of such an occurrence
is small, and e!ects formally of NNLO character, unenhanced by any large logarithms.
They mainly show up for low-p! first emissions, where their importance on the event as a
whole is less, but still nonzero. Another NNLO issue is that recoil e!ects from one emission
can shift the p! of the previous ones, along with the hard process itself, either to lower or
higher values.

The current POWHEG-hvq generator uses a second order running !s expression, but
with a " fixed at nf = 5. Although slightly inconsistent, this only leads to changes beneath
the Bottom and Charm scales. The " value is taken from a selected PDF set and is modified
as in [46]. In the LHEF output file, all incoming and radiated partons are massless and the
values of the couplings, !s and !em, are set to zero in all events.

To quantify how well the proposed interfacing works, we begin with top pair production
(mt = 171GeV), where all results are generated at LHC energies (pp,

!
s = 14TeV). In this

case, the number of light flavours, which defines the content of the proton and the allowed
radiation flavours, goes up to and includes the bottom quark (nl = 5). To study the e!ect
of the di!erent shower starting scales, we examine the ratio of the first p! in the shower
to the p! of the POWHEG emission (where the shower p! value is taken directly after
the emission). This is shown in Fig. 1, split into contributions from (a) ISR and (b) FSR.
For ISR, we note that the ratios do not become larger than unity, but that when starting
the shower at the factorisation scale, there is a region close to p!shower/p!hard = 1 where
the phase space is not completely filled. This gap is filled when starting the shower at the

9

Shower matching to MEs: POWHEG
Standard Les Houches interface (LHA, LHEF) specifies startup scale SCALUP

for showers, so “trivial” to interface any external program, including POWHEG.
Problem: for ISR

p2
! = p2

!evol "
p4
!evol

p2
!evol,max

i.e. p! decreases for !# > 90$ but p!evol monotonously increasing.
Solution: run “power” shower but kill emissions above the hardest one,
by POWHEG’s definition.
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Available for ISR-dominated, coming for QCD jets with FSR issues.

ISR
POWHEG-PYTHIA8

Example: PYTHIA definition of pT

Mismatch → depletion of 
emissions with pT just below 
the ME scale → Softer Spectra 

(can be 10% effect)
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where the shower emission is (a) ISR or (b) FSR. In both cases, the results are shown
when starting the shower at the factorisation scale and when starting the shower at the
kinematical limit and vetoing above the POWHEG scale

being covered. An FSR emission, on the other hand, may have a small p!evol with respect
to the emitting parton but still a p! > p!POWHEG with respect to the beam axis.

A simple solution to both these problems is instead to begin the shower at the largest
possible scale, and then veto any emissions with a kinematic p! > p!POWHEG. If we consider
the first shower emission, the multiplicative nature of the no-emission probability ensures
that the emission rates below p!POWHEG will be correct, i.e. una!ected by the vetoes above
it. The picture is slightly less clear for subsequent emissions; having accepted one shower
emission below p!POWHEG, it is still possible for a later emission to be above it, since the
first emission may well have had p!evol > p!POWHEG. The probability of such an occurrence
is small, and e!ects formally of NNLO character, unenhanced by any large logarithms.
They mainly show up for low-p! first emissions, where their importance on the event as a
whole is less, but still nonzero. Another NNLO issue is that recoil e!ects from one emission
can shift the p! of the previous ones, along with the hard process itself, either to lower or
higher values.

The current POWHEG-hvq generator uses a second order running !s expression, but
with a " fixed at nf = 5. Although slightly inconsistent, this only leads to changes beneath
the Bottom and Charm scales. The " value is taken from a selected PDF set and is modified
as in [46]. In the LHEF output file, all incoming and radiated partons are massless and the
values of the couplings, !s and !em, are set to zero in all events.

To quantify how well the proposed interfacing works, we begin with top pair production
(mt = 171GeV), where all results are generated at LHC energies (pp,

!
s = 14TeV). In this

case, the number of light flavours, which defines the content of the proton and the allowed
radiation flavours, goes up to and includes the bottom quark (nl = 5). To study the e!ect
of the di!erent shower starting scales, we examine the ratio of the first p! in the shower
to the p! of the POWHEG emission (where the shower p! value is taken directly after
the emission). This is shown in Fig. 1, split into contributions from (a) ISR and (b) FSR.
For ISR, we note that the ratios do not become larger than unity, but that when starting
the shower at the factorisation scale, there is a region close to p!shower/p!hard = 1 where
the phase space is not completely filled. This gap is filled when starting the shower at the
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Standard Les Houches interface (LHA, LHEF) specifies startup scale SCALUP
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Problem: for ISR
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Available for ISR-dominated, coming for QCD jets with FSR issues.

ISR
POWHEG-PYTHIA8

Example: PYTHIA definition of pT

Mismatch → depletion of 
emissions with pT just below 
the ME scale → Softer Spectra 

(can be 10% effect)

2) Choice of matching scale

In perturbative region, QCD is approximately scale invariant
→  A scale of 20 GeV for a W boson becomes 40 GeV for something 
weighing 2MW, etc … (+ adjust for CA/CF if g-initiated)
→ The matching scale should be written as a ratio (Bjorken scaling)
Using a too low matching scale → everything just becomes highest ME
Caveat emptor: showers generally do not include helicity correlations
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Renormalization Scale
One-loop radiation functions contain pieces proportional to 
the β function (E.g.,: e+e-→3 jets, for arbitrary choice of μR (e.g., μR= mZ) piece 
from integrating quark loops over all of phase space

Proportional to the β function (b0). 

Can be absorbed by using μR
4 = s13 s23 = pT

2 s. 

In an ordered shower, quark (and gluon) loop integrals are 
restricted by strong-ordering condition → modified to

μR = pT (but depends on ordering variable? Anyway, we’re using pT here)

Additional logs induced by gluon loops can be absorbed by replacing ΛMS 
by ΛMC ~ 1.5 ΛMS (with mild dependence on number of flavors)

5

|M0
3 |2 + M1

3 ·
�
M0

3

�∗ = σ0|M0
2 |2

�
θ(1− y13 − y23) (y13y23 (1− y13 − y23))−� dy13 dy23

×
�
A0

3 +
αs

2π
(LC + QL)

�

With LC as an abbreviation for Leading Color and QL for Quark Loop as defined below. The notation
of the infrared pole structure of these terms has been written similar to the integrated antenna in [8],
with the difference that we have chosen to write out the expansion of the scale factor µ in the integrated
antenna terms in order to obtain explicitly dimensionless logarithms.
Note that we include both the piece proportional to CF NC and the piece proportional to CF nf in our
definition of “Leading Color”.LH: Uuuh, this remark in combination with my notation is a definite

guarantee for confusion..

LC = NC

�
A0

3 ·
�
2I(1)

qg (�, µ2/s13) + 2I(1)
qg (�, µ2/s23)

�

+ A0
3

�
−R(y13, y23) +

3
2

ln
�

Q2

µ2
R

�
+

5
3

ln
�

µ2
R

s23

�
+

5
3

ln
�

µ2
R

s13

�
− 4

�

1
s123

�
+ 2 ln(y13)

�
1 +

s13

s12 + s23
− s23

s12 + s23
− 4s23s13

(s12 + s23)2

�

+ 2 ln(y23)
�

1− s13

s12 + s13
+

s23

s12 + s13
− 4s23s13

(s12 + s13)2

�

+
1
2

�
s13

s23
− s13

s12 + s13
+

s23

s13
− s23

s12 + s23
+

s12

s23
+

s12

s13
+ 1

� ��

QL = nf

�
A0

3 ·
�
2I(1)

qg,F (�, µ2/s13) + 2I(1)
qg,F (�, µ2/s23)

�

+
1
6
A0

3

�
ln

�
s23

µ2
R

�
+ ln

�
s13

µ2
R

�� �

with

R(y, z) = ln(y) ln(z)− ln(y) ln(1− y)− ln(z) ln(1− z) +
π2

6
− Li2(y)− Li2(z)

and

A0
3 =

1
s123

�
(1− �)s13

s23
+

(1− �)s23

s13
+ 2

s12s123 − �s13s23

s13s23

�
(1− �)

PS: It should be mentioned that A0
3 is essentially |M3|2/|M2|2, again taking care to get the exact normal-

ization right. The I(1)
functions should be given either here or at least in an appendix, with a reference

to GGG.LH: reference to GGG is already above when I refer to our choice of notation.. should we

mention it again?

With the matrix element expressed in this form, cancellation of the infrared poles against integrated
antennae coming from the shower (below) will be particularly simple and will yield an expression purely
dependent on the renormalization scale, µR, and on the kinematic invariants s12 and s23, but not on the
scale factor µ.

5

nf

Catani, Marchesini, Webber, NPB349 (1991) 635

+ gluon loops

(~ “BLM”)

Note: CMW not automatic in PYTHIA, has to be done by hand, by choosing effective Λ or αs(MZ) values instead of MS ones
Note 2: There are obviously still order 2 uncertainties on μR, but this is the background for the central choice made in showers

in Parton Showers

Remaining ambiguity → tuning
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Figure 5: Comparison of AlpGen + Pythia 6 (pT >20 GeV) jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet

transverse momentum (right) distributions in W+jets electron channel events. The samples are

generated using different AlpGen + Pythia 6 parameter setups described in the text.

3.2 Tests of the Consistent αS Approach: Behaviour Under Scale Variations

In this section we study the behaviour of the new AlpGen + Pythia 6 Perugia 2011 “matched” tune under

ΛQCD variations to demonstrate that, with a consistent treatment of αS, the expected behaviour of ME-PS

matched predictions under variations of tuning parameters is restored. W+jets events selected with the same

criteria applied for Fig. 3 are used. Figure 5 shows the jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet transverse mo-

mentum (right) distributions for the Perugia 2011 “matched” tune and four variant tune samples generated

with different ΛQCD values. Two samples, labelled as “Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ Alp. ↓”, have ΛQCD respectively

increased and decreased by a factor of 2 only in the ME calculation. This is achieved by setting respectively

the AlpGen parameter ktfac to 1/2 and 2. The increase (decrease) of the ΛQCD value in AlpGen results

in more (less) jets and a harder (softer) leading jet spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. The two samples labelled as

“Λ PS ↑, Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ PS ↓, Λ Alp. ↓” correspond to a consistent variation of ΛQCD both in the ME

and PS, with ΛQCD respectively increased and decreased by a factor of 2. The impact of these variations is

qualitatively similar to the case where ΛQCD is only varied in the ME, restoring the expected behaviour of

ME-PS matched prediction under variation of ΛQCD. However, the samples with ΛQCD varied simultane-

ously in the ME and in the PS exhibit a smaller deviation from the nominal sample. The mitigation of the

impact of a ΛQCD coherent change in a ME-PS matched sample compared to the same change only in the

ME calculation is due to the interplay between the radiation produced by PS and the matching algorithm, as

detailed in Section 2.1. While the choice of the xlclu parameter allows to directly adapt AlpGen to possible

future changes in the choice of ΛQCD in Pythia, the variation of the ktfac parameter in the standard range

0.5 < ktfac< 2 can be used to establish the range of the systematical uncertainty, or to tune the description

of specific observables.

10

µR in a matched setting (MLM)

If using one code for MEs and another for showering

Tree-level corrections use αs from Matrix-element Generator

Virtual corrections use αs from Shower Generator (Sudakov)

Mismatch if the two do not use same ΛQCD or αs(mZ)

6

B. Cooper et al., arXiv:1109.5295

Much effort has gone into ensuring that the behaviour across the boundary between the two regions be as

smooth as possible. CKKW showed [22] that it is possible to remove any dependence on this “matching

scale” at NLL precision by careful choices of all ingredients in the matching; technical details of the im-

plementation are important, and the dependence on the unphysical matching scale may be larger than NLL

unless the implementation matches the theoretical algorithm precisely [23–25].

Especially when two different computer codes are used for matrix elements and showering, respectively (as

when AlpGen or MadGraph [26] is combined with Pythia 6 or Herwig), inconsistent parameter sets between

the two codes can jeopardise the consistency of the calculation and lead to unexpected results, as will be

illustrated in the following sections.

To give a very simple theoretical example, suppose a matched matrix-element generator (MG) uses a differ-

ent definition of αs than the parton-shower generator (SG). Suppressing parton luminosity factors to avoid

clutter, the real corrections, integrated over the hard part of phase space, for some arbitrary final state F , will

then have the form

σ incl

F+1
=

� s

Q2

F

dΦF+1 αMG

s |MF+1|2 , (1)

where we have factored out the coupling corresponding to the “+1” parton and suppressed the dependence

on any other couplings that may be present in |MF+1|2. The virtual corrections at the same order, generated

by the shower off F , will have the form

σ excl

F = σ incl

F −
�

dΦF

� s

Q2

F

dQ2

Q2
dz ∑

i

αSG

s
2π

Pi(z) |MF |2 + O(α2

s ) , (2)

with Pi(z) the DGLAP splitting kernels (or equivalent radiation functions in dipole or antenna shower ap-

proaches). If the two codes use the same definitions for the strong coupling, αSG

s = αMG

s , then the fact

that P(z)/Q2
captures the leading singularities of |MF+1|2 guarantees that the difference between the two

expressions can at most be a non-singular term. Integrated over phase space, such a term merely leads to

a finite O(αs) change to the total cross section, which is within the expected precision. Indeed, it is a cen-

tral ingredient in both the MLM and (L)-CKKW matching prescriptions that a reweighting of the matched

matrix elements be performed in order to ensure that the scales appearing in αs match smoothly between

the hard and soft regions. Thus, we may assume that the choice of renormalization scale after matching is

µ ∼ pT on both sides of the matching scale, where pT is a scale characterising the momentum transfer at

each emission vertex, as established by [27, 28] and encoded in the CKKW formalism [22].

In the case of the CKKW approach as implemented in the Sherpa MC framework [29], this prescription can

be controlled exactly, since the matrix element and the shower evolution are part of the same computer code

and hence naturally use the same αs definition. This is also true in Lönnblad’s variant [23] of the algorithm,

used in Ariadne [30]. In the case of codes like AlpGen or Madgraph, on the other hand, an issue emerges.

These codes are designed to generate parton-level event samples to be used with an arbitrary shower MC.

Different shower MCs however use slightly different scales for the parton branchings, as a result of different

approaches to the shower evolution, and may use different values of ΛQCD, as a result of the tuning of the

showers and/or underlying events. A possible mismatch therefore arises in the values of αs used by the

matrix-element calculation and those used by the shower.

If there is a mismatch in ΛQCD or αs(MZ), then this will effectively generate a real-virtual difference whose

leading singularities are proportional to

α2

s b0 ln

�
Λ2

MG

Λ2

SG

�
dQ2

Q2 ∑
i

Pi(z) |MF |2 . (3)

3

AlpGen: can set xlclu = ΛQCD since v.2.14 (default remains to inherit from PDF)

Pythia 6: set common PARP(61)=PARP(72)=PARP(81) = ΛQCD in Perugia 2011 tunes
Pythia 8: use TimeShower:alphaSvalue and SpaceShower:alphaSvalue 
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Figure 5: Comparison of AlpGen + Pythia 6 (pT >20 GeV) jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet

transverse momentum (right) distributions in W+jets electron channel events. The samples are

generated using different AlpGen + Pythia 6 parameter setups described in the text.

3.2 Tests of the Consistent αS Approach: Behaviour Under Scale Variations

In this section we study the behaviour of the new AlpGen + Pythia 6 Perugia 2011 “matched” tune under

ΛQCD variations to demonstrate that, with a consistent treatment of αS, the expected behaviour of ME-PS

matched predictions under variations of tuning parameters is restored. W+jets events selected with the same

criteria applied for Fig. 3 are used. Figure 5 shows the jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet transverse mo-

mentum (right) distributions for the Perugia 2011 “matched” tune and four variant tune samples generated

with different ΛQCD values. Two samples, labelled as “Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ Alp. ↓”, have ΛQCD respectively

increased and decreased by a factor of 2 only in the ME calculation. This is achieved by setting respectively

the AlpGen parameter ktfac to 1/2 and 2. The increase (decrease) of the ΛQCD value in AlpGen results

in more (less) jets and a harder (softer) leading jet spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. The two samples labelled as

“Λ PS ↑, Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ PS ↓, Λ Alp. ↓” correspond to a consistent variation of ΛQCD both in the ME

and PS, with ΛQCD respectively increased and decreased by a factor of 2. The impact of these variations is

qualitatively similar to the case where ΛQCD is only varied in the ME, restoring the expected behaviour of

ME-PS matched prediction under variation of ΛQCD. However, the samples with ΛQCD varied simultane-

ously in the ME and in the PS exhibit a smaller deviation from the nominal sample. The mitigation of the

impact of a ΛQCD coherent change in a ME-PS matched sample compared to the same change only in the

ME calculation is due to the interplay between the radiation produced by PS and the matching algorithm, as

detailed in Section 2.1. While the choice of the xlclu parameter allows to directly adapt AlpGen to possible

future changes in the choice of ΛQCD in Pythia, the variation of the ktfac parameter in the standard range

0.5 < ktfac< 2 can be used to establish the range of the systematical uncertainty, or to tune the description

of specific observables.

10

note: running order also 
has a (subleading) effect

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
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Parton Showers

Other Ambiguities and issues (all beyond LL)

Momentum Recoil Strategies (global vs local 1→ 2 vs 2→3)

Coherence (e.g., angular-ordered parton showers vs pT-ordered dipole 
ones, in particular initial-final connections: FSR broadening of ISR jets, …)

Jet Substructure (e.g., DGLAP vs Dipole/Antenna radiation functions, 
polarization effects on brems correlations, and effective 1→3 description in 
topologies with compressed hierarchies: high-mass substructure)

Mass Effects (b-jet calibration vs light-jet.)

Gluon Splittings g→qq (less well controlled even for massless quarks 
+ not even singular for massive b quarks!)

7

_

Description of H→bb + backgrounds

Backgrounds to H→bb

Bo
os

te
d H

igg
s

Formally LL but include several important NLL aspects.  A “good” shower should get close to NLL.

Important cross-checks from comparisons to data (tuning) but also from theory (e.g., talk by Zanderighi)
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Important test: LHC Jet Shapes

8

Integrated Jet Shape
as function of R

Central Region |y| < 0.3
80 < pT < 110

Central region OK

Integrated Jet Shape
as function of R

Forward 2.1 < |y| < 2.8
80 < pT < 110

Forward region less good

(Also larger UE uncertainties)
Also ok for smaller pT values

only if UE is well tuned

Issue for WBF?

Dominated by FSR. For ISR, see talks by Mangano (slide 7-9), deFlorian, Zanderighi, and Higgs Working Group writeup

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
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b-jets are more challenging to model

Little LEP/SLD & Tevatron in RIVET; Need more & LHC (+top?)

g→bb is the most uncertain component of MC shower models 

→ Study jets with 1,2 b-quarks in them, under various 
combinations of jet pT and mbb. 
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Figure 4: Dalitz plot showing contours of the massive (dashed) and massless (short dashed) gluon-splitting an-

tenna function āq̄�/qg , for three different combinations of massive and massless partons, with mQ = 0.15mIK .

Contours are shown for ā = 1, 4 in (a) and (c) and for ā = 0.5, 2 in (b). Grey solid lines mark the boundary of the

phase space. Contrary to the gluon emission case, there are no qualitative changes caused by the introduction of

quark masses.
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In this case, the corresponding fixed-order antenna g
0
3 can be derived from the decay of a Higgs into

a gluon and a massive quark-antiquark pair i.e from H → QQ̄g. It can be obtained from the dipole-

antenna analogue given in equation (46) by setting the finite parts F according to the right-hand pane of

table 2.

Note that the finite parts of the the two dipole-antennae related to gluon splitting āq̄�/qg and āq̄/gg

have been parametrized in the same way. In the āq̄/gg case, some simplifications occur though due to

the presence of a massless parton in the final state.

Finally, let us mention that VINCIA is not necessarily restricted to describe processes in the Standard

Model with massive fermions in the final state. It could equally be used to describe processes with

massive final state particles with different spin-statistics properties. Since many models of physics

beyond the Standard Model contain new heavy coloured particles which can be scalars, VINCIA needs

a default dipole-antenna function for those. Since the soft Eikonal factor of equation (30) is spin-

independent, it can be used as a default dipole-antenna in VINCIA for those cases:
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b-jets (e.g., for Higgs Strahlung & backgrounds, BSM)
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(a) Using p⊥ for gluon emissions and mqq̄ for gluon splittings.
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(b) Using p⊥ for gluon emissions and gluon splittings.

Figure 15: Histograms of log10(Rn), as defined in the text, for Z decay into a massless primary quark-antiquark
pair, a massive secondary quark-antiquark pair and up to two gluons in a flat phase space scan, for n = 4 (left
panes), n = 5 (middle panes), and n = 6 (right panes). Unordered emissions are suppressed smoothly, for gluon
splittings PAri is used. In the top row, the suppression factor for unordered branchings is calculated using p⊥ as
the scale for gluon emission and mqq̄ as the scale for gluon splittings. In the bottom row, the suppression factor
is calculated using p⊥ for both gluon emissions and gluon splittings. Note: the parton shower uses the default
antenna set.

However, as illustrated by the plots in figure 15, the agreement is in fact at the same level as that
obtained for massive parents in the previous subsection, except for a slight tilt of the distribution for
rather heavy secondary quarks. We note that this is especially true for the “interleaved evolution” choice
of using QE = 2p⊥ for gluon emissions and QE = mqq̄ for gluon splittings, cf. figure 15a, as compared
to using p⊥ for all branchings as illustrated in figure 15b.

This strengthens our motivation for using the interleaved p⊥- and mass-ordered evolution as the
default in VINCIA. Note also that we have checked that this conclusion appears to be robust against at
least moderate variations of the antenna function finite terms. We conclude that there is still significant
uncertainties surrounding massive g → QQ̄ splittings, but that the default choices made in VINCIA can
at least be considered a sensible starting point. Of course, matching to matrix elements can still improve
the situation, in particular for secondary quark-antiquark pairs of high invariant mass, by increasing the
multiplicity at which the arbitrary finite parts of the antenna functions start to matter.

36

Z→
qggq

Z→
qqqq

Z→
qQ

Q
q

E.g., Gehrmann-de-Ridder, Ritzmann, PS; arXiv:1108.6172

b mass acts as regulator → shower approximation intrinsically less good

Log10
Shower

ME

Phase-space scan:

Shower expanded to LO

OvercountingUndercounting

E.g., ATLAS arXiv:1112.6426

See also talk by Mangano, slides 15-19

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1108.6172
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1108.6172
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Underlying Event

10

Lots of ambiguities and issues

Interesting to get constraints on non-trivial QCD

But bottom line for High-pT searches is UE now 
under good control (if using up-to-date MPI-based models/tunes)

(Though note: UE level sensitive to PDF choice!)
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Underlying Event

10

Lots of ambiguities and issues

Interesting to get constraints on non-trivial QCD

But bottom line for High-pT searches is UE now 
under good control (if using up-to-date MPI-based models/tunes)

(Though note: UE level sensitive to PDF choice!)

In the forward regionExcept

uncertainties on multiple HARD interactions 
(like double Drell-Yan, but small cross sections)

Effects of Color Reconnections? 

For identified particles / interplay with hadronization

impact on WBF?

?

z→1?

Impact on singlet taggers?
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Color Connections

11

Rapidity

NC → ∞

Multiplicity ∝ NMPI

Some ideas: 
Hydro? (EPOS)

E-dependent string parameters? (DPMJET)
“Color Ropes”?

Better theory models needed
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Color Reconnections?

12

Rapidity

Do the systems really form
and hadronize independently?

Multiplicity ∝ NMPI
<

Can Gaps be Created?

My view:
Universality is ok (a string is a string)

Problem is 3 ≠ ∞

More ideas: 
Coherent string formation?

Color reconnections?
String dynamics?

Better theory models needed

E.g.,
…
Generalized Area Law (Rathsman: Phys. Lett. B452 (1999) 364)
Color Annealing (PS, Wicke: Eur. Phys. J. C52 (2007) 133)
… 
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Color Reconnections?

12

Rapidity

Do the systems really form
and hadronize independently?

Multiplicity ∝ NMPI
<

Can Gaps be Created?

My view:
Universality is ok (a string is a string)

Problem is 3 ≠ ∞

More ideas: 
Coherent string formation?

Color reconnections?
String dynamics?

Higgs→bb

Should escape (low mH → small Γ), but at 
least my CR models don’t yet respect that

Watch out for spurious effects

Better theory models needed

E.g.,
…
Generalized Area Law (Rathsman: Phys. Lett. B452 (1999) 364)
Color Annealing (PS, Wicke: Eur. Phys. J. C52 (2007) 133)
… 
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Pile-Up

Processes with no hard scale: 
Larger uncertainties → Good Underlying Event does not imply good pile-up. 

Error of 50% on a soft component → not bad. Multiply it by 60 Pile-Up interactions → bad!

Calibration & filtering good at recovering jet calibration (with loss 
of resolution), but missing energy and isolation sensitive to modeling. 

13

= additional zero-bias interactions

H→WW H→γγ? (E.g., γγ studies by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, D0)
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Pile-Up

Processes with no hard scale: 
Larger uncertainties → Good Underlying Event does not imply good pile-up. 

Error of 50% on a soft component → not bad. Multiply it by 60 Pile-Up interactions → bad!

Calibration & filtering good at recovering jet calibration (with loss 
of resolution), but missing energy and isolation sensitive to modeling. 

Models 

MC models so far: problems describing both MB & UE simultaneously 
→ Consider using dedicated MB/diffraction model for pile-up

(UE/MB tension may be resolved in 2012 (eg. studies by R. Field), but for now must live with it)

Experimentalists advised to use unbiased data (when possible)

13

= additional zero-bias interactions

H→WW H→γγ?

Minimum-Bias & Underlying Event

(E.g., γγ studies by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, D0)
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Pile-Up

Processes with no hard scale: 
Larger uncertainties → Good Underlying Event does not imply good pile-up. 

Error of 50% on a soft component → not bad. Multiply it by 60 Pile-Up interactions → bad!

Calibration & filtering good at recovering jet calibration (with loss 
of resolution), but missing energy and isolation sensitive to modeling. 

Models 

MC models so far: problems describing both MB & UE simultaneously 
→ Consider using dedicated MB/diffraction model for pile-up

(UE/MB tension may be resolved in 2012 (eg. studies by R. Field), but for now must live with it)

Experimentalists advised to use unbiased data (when possible)

13

= additional zero-bias interactions

Diffraction Warning: in forward region, Pile-up has larger diffractive component 
than Min-Bias (zero bias vs min-bias). Harder to reject due to lack of tracking in FWD 
region. Poorly described (or not at all) in current MC models → can affect ETMiss etc.
An improved model has been included in PYTHIA 8, but still needs testing and tuning. 
Improved models also on their way in Herwig++ and in Sherpa. Best current description of 
diffraction may be PHOJET, though also not perfect.

H→WW H→γγ?

Minimum-Bias & Underlying Event

(E.g., γγ studies by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, D0)
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Extreme Fragmentation

14

LEP (ALEPH)

Fragmentation Function

P8 V

P6 (def)

H++S

How often does an entire jet fragment into a single/isolated particle? (can produce dangerous fakes)
Controlled by the behavior of the fragmentation function at z→1. Deep Sudakov region, very tough to model. 

Intrinsically suppressed in cluster models. But even good string tunes probably not very reliable.

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch

Strings

Clusters

ALEPH: Phys.Rept. 294 (1998) 1

See also talk by Mangano, slides 10-12

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://inspirehep.net/record/428072?ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/record/428072?ln=en
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Strings

Clusters

ATLAS
Jet fragmentation
Anti-kT (R=0.4)

pT ∈ [10,15] GeV 

Pattern changes in pp jets
(though here only inside jets, and jets only at 10-15 GeV)

Needs to be studied in more detail if MC 
models to be used in z→1 region

ALEPH: Phys.Rept. 294 (1998) 1

See also talk by Mangano, slides 10-12

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://inspirehep.net/record/428072?ln=en
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PYTHIA 6 example
Perugia Variations

μR, KMPI, CR, Ecm-scaling, PDFs

VINCIA example
Vincia:uncertaintyBands = on

b) One shower run (unweighted) 
+ unitarity-based uncertainties 
(= sets of weights) → envelope

Plot from mcplots.cern.ch

Note: not done yet for hadronization parameters

Giele, Kosower, PS; Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 054003PS, Phys. Rev. D82 (2010) 074018

“inspired” by PDF uncertainties, see e.g., talk by J. Stirling

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
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PYTHIA 6 example
Perugia Variations

μR, KMPI, CR, Ecm-scaling, PDFs

VINCIA example
Vincia:uncertaintyBands = on

b) One shower run (unweighted) 
+ unitarity-based uncertainties 
(= sets of weights) → envelope

Plot from mcplots.cern.ch

Giele, Kosower, PS; Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 054003PS, Phys. Rev. D82 (2010) 074018

Note: not done yet for hadronization parameters

(incl Z→5 at LO
and μR = pT at one loop)

“inspired” by PDF uncertainties, see e.g., talk by J. Stirling

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
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Towards automatic uncertainty estimates

17

b) One shower run (unweighted) 
+ unitarity-based uncertainties 
(= sets of weights) → envelope

Giele, Kosower, PS; Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 054003

“inspired” by PDF uncertainties, see e.g., talk by J. Stirling

 *-------  PYTHIA Event and Cross Section Statistics  -------------------------------------------------------------*
 |                                                                                                                 |
 | Subprocess                                    Code |            Number of events       |      sigma +- delta    |
 |                                                    |       Tried   Selected   Accepted |     (estimated) (mb)   |
 |                                                    |                                   |                        |
 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
 |                                                    |                                   |                        |
 | f fbar -> gamma*/Z0                            221 |       10511      10000      10000 |   4.143e-05  0.000e+00 |
 |                                                    |                                   |                        |
 | sum                                                |       10511      10000      10000 |   4.143e-05  0.000e+00 |
 |                                                                                                                 |
 *-------  End PYTHIA Event and Cross Section Statistics ----------------------------------------------------------*

 *-------  VINCIA Statistics  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
 |                                                                                                                 |
 |                                                                                                                 |
 | Number of nonunity-weight events                            =      none                                         |
 | Number of negative-weight events                            =      none                                         |
 |                                                                                                                 |
 |                                     weight(i)          Avg Wt   Avg Dev  rms(dev)     kUnwt     Expected effUnw |
 | This run                               i =     IsUnw     <w>     <w-1>                1/<w>   Max Wt  <w>/MaxWt |
 |    User settings                           0    yes     1.000     0.000         -     1.000        -         -  |
 |    Var : VINCIA defaults                   1    yes     1.000     0.000         -     1.000    1.000     1.000  |
 |    Var : AlphaStr-Max                      2     no     0.996 -3.89e-03         -     1.004   22.414  4.44e-02  |
 |    Var : AlphaStr-Min                      3     no     1.020  1.99e-02         -     0.981   43.099  2.37e-02  |
 |    Var : Antennae-Max                      4     no     1.000  2.61e-04         -     1.000    5.417     0.185  |
 |    Var : Antennae-Min                      5     no     0.996 -4.33e-03         -     1.004   10.753  9.26e-02  |
 |    Var : RESERVED                          6    yes     1.000     0.000         -     1.000    1.000     1.000  |
 |    Var : RESERVED                          7    yes     1.000     0.000         -     1.000    1.000     1.000  |
 |    Var : Ordering-Stronger                 8     no     1.004  4.48e-03         -     0.996   14.225  7.06e-02  |
 |    Var : Ordering-mDaughter                9     no     1.033  3.25e-02         -     0.968   55.954  1.85e-02  |
 |    Var : ColorNLC-Max                     10     no     1.001  7.37e-04         -     0.999    1.505     0.665  |
 |    Var : ColorNLC-Min                     11     no     1.006  6.44e-03         -     0.994    5.283     0.191  |
 |                                                                                                                 |
 *-------  End VINCIA Statistics ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

a) Authors provide specific “tune variations”
Run once for each variation

(= separate samples) → envelope

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.2126
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Summary
Underlying Event and Jet Shapes: ok (for high-pT physics)

If in doubt check mcplots.cern.ch 

WARNING: UE tuning depends explicitly on the PDF it was tuned with !!!

Pile-Up: Mismodeling can impact missing energy (and isolation?) estimates 

No hard scale → more challenging for pQCD-based models (only PYTHIA and PHOJET so 
far include diffraction. HERWIG++ and SHERPA models on their way)

Especially soft & diffractive aspects need more study/constraints/modeling

Other Modeling & Tuning Aspects

μR : Fixing μR to its MS value without accounting for known physics (e.g., CMW) and 
remaining ambiguities is too naive (in shower context) 

Matching: remember Bjorken + ensure consistency between ME and PS sides, 
especially when combining different codes (e.g., ALPGEN/MADGRAPH + PYTHIA/HERWIG)

Color Reconnections: coherence not well understood between MPI chains. 
Affects hadronization in busy pp events. Can alter IR sensitive properties*, like color-
flow-variables, particle momentum spectra, and isolation.

Hadronization: depends on color connections. 
Extreme tails (z→1) already difficult at LEP, important to be checked in situ (not just in min-bias)

18

*Sometimes unintentionally

ISR: include pTZ , pTtt , pTjj (EXP) & pTH , jet vetos (TH)

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
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(Color Flow in MC Models)

“Planar Limit”

Equivalent to NC→∞: no color interference*

Rules for color flow:

For an entire cascade:

21

Figure 1.1: Color development of a shower in e+e− annihilation. Systems of color-connected
partons are indicated by the dashed lines.

1.1.5 Color information

Shower MC generators track large-Nc color information during the development of the
shower. In the large-Nc limit, a quark is represented by a color line, i.e. a line with an
arrow in the direction of the shower development, an antiquark by an anticolor line, with
the arrow in the opposite direction, and a gluon by a pair of color-anticolor lines. The rules
for color propagation are:

. (1.9)

At the end of the shower development, partons are connected by color lines. We can have
a quark directly connected by a color line to an antiquark, or via an arbitrary number of
intermediate gluons, as shown in fig 1.1. It is also possible for a set of gluons to be connected
cyclically in color, as e.g. in the decay Υ→ ggg.

The color information is used in angular-ordered showers, where the angle of color-
connected partons determines the initial angle for the shower development, and in dipole
showers, where dipoles are always color-connected partons. It is also used in hadronization
models, where the initial strings or clusters used for hadronization are formed by systems of
color-connected partons.

1.1.6 Electromagnetic corrections

The physics of photon emission from light charged particles can also be treated with a shower
MC algorithm. A high-energy electron, for example, is accompanied by bremsstrahlung
photons, which considerably affect its dynamics. Also here, similarly to the QCD case,
electromagnetic corrections are of order αem ln Q/me, or even of order αem ln Q/me ln Eγ/E
in the region where soft photon emission is important, so that their inclusion in the simulation
process is mandatory. This can be done with a Monte Carlo algorithm. In case of photons
emitted by leptons, at variance with the QCD case, the shower can be continued down
to values of the lepton virtuality that are arbitrarily close to its mass shell. In practice,
photon radiation must be cut off below a certain energy, in order for the shower algorithm to
terminate. Therefore, there is always a minimum energy for emitted photons that depends
upon the implementations (and so does the MC truth for a charged lepton). In the case of
electrons, this energy is typically of the order of its mass. Electromagnetic radiation below
this scale is not enhanced by collinear singularities, and is thus bound to be soft, so that the
electron momentum is not affected by it.

7

Illustrations from: Nason + PS, 
PDG Review on MC Event Generators, 2012

Figure 1.1: Color development of a shower in e+e− annihilation. Systems of color-connected
partons are indicated by the dashed lines.

1.1.5 Color information

Shower MC generators track large-Nc color information during the development of the
shower. In the large-Nc limit, a quark is represented by a color line, i.e. a line with an
arrow in the direction of the shower development, an antiquark by an anticolor line, with
the arrow in the opposite direction, and a gluon by a pair of color-anticolor lines. The rules
for color propagation are:

. (1.9)

At the end of the shower development, partons are connected by color lines. We can have
a quark directly connected by a color line to an antiquark, or via an arbitrary number of
intermediate gluons, as shown in fig 1.1. It is also possible for a set of gluons to be connected
cyclically in color, as e.g. in the decay Υ→ ggg.

The color information is used in angular-ordered showers, where the angle of color-
connected partons determines the initial angle for the shower development, and in dipole
showers, where dipoles are always color-connected partons. It is also used in hadronization
models, where the initial strings or clusters used for hadronization are formed by systems of
color-connected partons.

1.1.6 Electromagnetic corrections

The physics of photon emission from light charged particles can also be treated with a shower
MC algorithm. A high-energy electron, for example, is accompanied by bremsstrahlung
photons, which considerably affect its dynamics. Also here, similarly to the QCD case,
electromagnetic corrections are of order αem ln Q/me, or even of order αem ln Q/me ln Eγ/E
in the region where soft photon emission is important, so that their inclusion in the simulation
process is mandatory. This can be done with a Monte Carlo algorithm. In case of photons
emitted by leptons, at variance with the QCD case, the shower can be continued down
to values of the lepton virtuality that are arbitrarily close to its mass shell. In practice,
photon radiation must be cut off below a certain energy, in order for the shower algorithm to
terminate. Therefore, there is always a minimum energy for emitted photons that depends
upon the implementations (and so does the MC truth for a charged lepton). In the case of
electrons, this energy is typically of the order of its mass. Electromagnetic radiation below
this scale is not enhanced by collinear singularities, and is thus bound to be soft, so that the
electron momentum is not affected by it.

7

String #1 String #2 String #3

Example: Z0 → qq

Coherence of pQCD cascades → not much “overlap” between strings 
→ planar approx pretty good

LEP measurements in WW confirm this (at least to order 10% ~ 1/Nc2 )

*) except as reflected by 
the implementation of 
QCD coherence effects in 
the Monte Carlos via 
angular or dipole ordering
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PYTHIA Models
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pT-ordered PYTHIA 6

pT-ordered PYTHIA 8

Q-ordered PYTHIA 6 Tune A DW(T)
D6(T)

Tune S0
Tune S0A

D…-Pro

S…-Pro

Pro-Q2O

ATLAS MC09
Perugia 0

(+ Variations)

Tune 1
2C
2M

4C, 4Cx
A1, AU1
A2, AU2

Q2-LHC ?

AMBT1
Z1, Z2

Perugia 2010

AUET2B?
Perugia 2011
(+ Variations)

2002 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011

A
DW, 

D6, ...  
S0, S0A MC09(c)

Pro-…, Perugia 
0, Tune 1, 2C, 2M

AMBT1
Perugia 

2010
Perugia 

2011
Z1, Z2 4C, 4Cx

AUET2B, 
A2, AU2

LEP ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

TeV MB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ (✔) ?

TeV UE ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ (✔) ✔?

TeV DY ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

LHC MB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ?

LHC UE ✔ ✔ ✔

LHC data

Main Data Sets included in each Tune (no guarantee that all subsets ok)

(default)
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Pythia 6: The Perugia Variations
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In total, ten tune variations are included in the “Perugia 2011” set. The starting point was in
all cases Perugia 2010, with modifications as documented in the tables below.

Perugia 2011 Tune Set
(350) Perugia 2011 Central Perugia 2011 tune (CTEQ5L)
(351) Perugia 2011 radHi Variation using !s(

1
2p!) for ISR and FSR

(352) Perugia 2011 radLo Variation using !s(2p!) for ISR and FSR
(353) Perugia 2011 mpiHi Variation using !QCD = 0.26GeV also for MPI
(354) Perugia 2011 noCR Variation without color reconnections
(355) Perugia 2011 M Variation using MRST LO** PDFs
(356) Perugia 2011 C Variation using CTEQ 6L1 PDFs
(357) Perugia 2011 T16 Variation using PARP(90)=0.16 scaling away from 7 TeV
(358) Perugia 2011 T32 Variation using PARP(90)=0.32 scaling away from 7 TeV
(359) Perugia 2011 Tevatron Variation optimized for Tevatron

Note that these variations do not explicitly include variations of the non-perturbative hadroniza-
tion parameters, cf. table 5, hence those parameters would still have to be varied independently
(i.e., manually) to estimate uncertainties associated specifically with the hadronization process.

Parameters of the Perugia 2011 Tunes

Parameter Type Perugia 0 Perugia 2010 Perugia 2011 (All)
MSTP(5) Tune 310 327 350 — 359
MSTJ(11) HAD 5 5 5
PARJ(1) HAD 0.073 0.08 0.087
PARJ(2) HAD 0.2 0.21 0.19
PARJ(3) HAD 0.94 0.94 0.95
PARJ(4) HAD 0.032 0.04 0.043
PARJ(6) HAD 0.5 0.5 1.0
PARJ(7) HAD 0.5 0.5 1.0
PARJ(11) HAD 0.31 0.35 0.35
PARJ(12) HAD 0.4 0.35 0.40
PARJ(13) HAD 0.54 0.54 0.54
PARJ(21) HAD 0.313 0.36 0.33
PARJ(25) HAD 0.63 0.63 0.63
PARJ(26) HAD 0.12 0.12 0.12
PARJ(41) HAD 0.49 0.35 0.35
PARJ(42) HAD 1.2 0.9 0.80
PARJ(45) HAD 0.5 0.5 0.55
PARJ(46) HAD 1.0 1.0 1.0
PARJ(47) HAD 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 5: Hadronisation Parameters of the Perugia 2011 tunes compared to Perugia 0 and Perugia 2010.
Parameters that were not explicitly part of the Perugia 0 and Perugia 2010 tuning but were included in
Perugia 2011 are highlighted in blue. For more information on each parameter, see [14].
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Central Tune + 9 variations

Can be obtained in standalone Pythia from 6.4.25+
MSTP(5) = 350 MSTP(5) = 351 MSTP(5) = 352 MSTP(5) = …

Perugia 2011 Perugia 2011 radHi Perugia 2011 radLo ...

UE more “jetty”

UE more “jetty”

Harder radiation

Softer radiation

Softer hadrons

~ low at LHC

Note: no variation of
hadronization parameters!

(sorry, ten was already a lot)

Recommended

“Tuning MC Generators: The Perugia Tunes” - PRD82 (2010) 074018

Tunes of PYTHIA 8 : Corke & Sjöstrand - JHEP 03 (2011) 032 & JHEP 05 (2011) 009

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.1759
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.1759
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.5953
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.5953
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(Important test: Drell-Yan pT spectrum)
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dσ/σ
(norm to unity)

Tevatron
Apologies: LCH DY measurements not 

yet on mcplots.cern.ch 

Def PY6 ~ Tune A

gg→Higgs

Need additional cross-checks sensitive 
to gg-initiated processes: 

Dijets with 2pT ~ mH ~ acceptable 
+ pT(tt) in top events

(though note: different color structures)

qq→Z

Oldest Tevatron tunes fail 
(e.g., default Pythia 6, Tune A)

Basically all other models (including more 

recent Pythia ones) do fine.

G
O

O
D

CMS: arXiv:1110.4973
ATLAS: arXiv:1107.2381

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
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(Underlying Event Tuning)

25Plots from mcplots.cern.ch

UE
ΣpT (TRNS)

∆φ
pTlead > 5 GeV Jet Shape

30 < pT < 40, All y
(softest jet bin available)

PS: yes, we should update the PYTHIA 6 defaults ... 

RMS also well described

http://mcplots.cern.ch
http://mcplots.cern.ch
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γγ
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Figure 7: (Left) Diphoton differential cross section as a function of the azimuthal angle be-
tween the two photons, ∆ϕγγ, from data (points) and from theory (solid line) for the photon
pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5. (Right) The difference between the measured and theoretically
predicted diphoton cross sections, divided by the theory prediction, as a function of ∆ϕγγ. In
both plots, the inner and outer error bars on each point show the statistical and total experi-
mental uncertainties. The 4% uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is not included in the
error bars. The dotted line and shaded region represent the systematic uncertainties on the
theoretical prediction from the theoretical scales and the PDFs, respectively.
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Figure 8: (Left) Diphoton differential cross section as a function of the azimuthal angle be-
tween the two photons, ∆ϕγγ, from data (points) and from theory (solid line) for the photon
pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.44. (Right) The difference between the measured and theoreti-
cally predicted diphoton cross sections, divided by the theory prediction, as a function of ∆ϕγγ.
In both plots, the inner and outer error bars on each point show the statistical and total exper-
imental uncertainties. The 4% uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is not included in the
error bars. The dotted line and shaded region represent the systematic uncertainties on the
theoretical prediction from the theoretical scales and the PDFs, respectively.

See also Mangano’s from this workshop, slide 12
+ Daniel’s talk? (slides not posted when writing this)

Disagreement much smaller in ATLAS study arXiv:1107.0581
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FIG. 9. Di!erential cross-section d!/d""!! of di-photon
production. The solid circles display the experimental val-
ues, the hatched bands display the NLO computations by
DIPHOX and ResBos. The bottom panels show the relative
di!erence between the measurements and the NLO predic-
tions.

mass m!! , the total transverse momentum pT,!! , and
the azimuthal separation !!!! of the photon pair. The
experimental results are compared with NLO predictions
obtained with DIPHOX and ResBos generators. The ob-
served spectrum of d"/d!!!! is broader than the NLO
predictions. The distribution of d"/dm!! is in good
agreement with both the DIPHOX and ResBos predic-
tions, apart from the low mass region. The result for
d"/dpT,!! is generally well described by DIPHOX and
ResBos.
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m!! [GeV] d!/dm!! [pb/GeV]

0 ! 30 0.20 ± 0.05 +0.05
!0.03

30 ! 40 1.8 ± 0.3 +0.4
!0.3

40 ! 50 2.3 ± 0.3 +0.6
!0.4

50 ! 60 1.83 ± 0.24 +0.36
!0.28
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Disclaimer

For Discussion

Areas of improvement with importance for Higgs Searches?
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Not an expert 
on H searches

How well do we 
know Theory?

Executive summary 
of issues and 
ambiguities 

How well do we 
describe LHC?

Hadronization, Underlying 
Event (UE) and Pile-Up

→ MC Modeling and 
Constraints (tuning)


